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この作品のプロットは，?The Writing  of
 
Ko?bodaishi弘法大師の書>や?The Story of Kwa-

















































































































































































































































































ings of Lafcadio Hearn（Boston AndNew York
 




















? ?Gothic Horror>中 in The Writings of
 






年発行）「神道の発展」p.110 in The Writings
 
of Lafcadio Hearn vol.XII p.124.
? 「芭蕉三冊子」（岩波書店昭和47年発行）p.101．





原文は，The Legend of Yurei-Daki in The
 
















? ?NINGYO-NO-HAKA> in The Writings of
 









The visual culture of the West,which evolved
 
from the perspective of the Renaissance and
 
underwent camera obscura,created a society in
 
which vision is dominant,and expanded individu-
alistic world awareness to the point where the
 
individual became a so called “Observer” in
 
modern ages. In a world that renders everything
 
into an image by consolidating vision and where
 
human beings and objects stop being vivid, the
 
world becomes an unphysical existence in the
 
distance, and changes into an impersonal and
 
inorganic“Image.”
On the other hand,in the work “At Yaizu”by
 
Hearn the world is depicted from a diverse and
 
variable point of view as if readers were submer-
ged in a surge of rough waves and unruly wind,
and pulled into the flowing stream at the Yaizu
 
coast. His writing shows an acute sensitivity to
 
color and tactility,which can be brought about by
 
the proximity to space when submerged in the
 
world,which creates an awe-inspiring integration
 
of human beings and objects. The viewpoint of
 
Hearn’s literature is an“animistic meeting point”
where creatures and objects are integrated, and
 
he makes himself a metaphysical starting point of
 
the senses.
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